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Teaching Robotics Software with the Open
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Abstract—The open hardware mobile manipulator (OHMM) is
a new open platform with a unique combination of features for
teaching robotics software and algorithms. On-board low- and
high-level processors support real-time embedded programming
and motor control, as well as higher-level coding with contempo-
rary libraries. Full hardware designs and software source codes
are available under free licenses enabling the community to adapt
and update the design as the field (and available hardware)
evolves. Digital manufacturing (3D printing and laser cutting)
methods, now available as low-cost internet services, enable
OHMM to be easily modified and to be built from scratch
for a competitive price. Five hands-on curriculum modules are
presented which use OHMM to teach robotics software and
algorithms at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and results
are presented based on student performance and feedback.

Index Terms—Digital manufacturing, educational robot, em-
bedded computing, mobile manipulation, open hardware, visual
servoing.

I. INTRODUCTION

FREE and open source software (FOSS [1]) is now ex-
tensively used in education [2]. Recent efforts have also

brought to prominence open courseware (OCW [3], [4]),
such as lecture notes and homework problems. This paper
introduces the further evolution of these themes to a new
open source hardware (OSHW [5]) platform specifically suited
for teaching robotics software and algorithms. Though open
hardware can be more logistically complex than software or
courseware, the intention is to enable some of the same ad-
vantages: transparent and documented hardware and software
designs enable students to explore and develop whole-system
understanding; a common shared platform can make it possible
for educators and students at disparate institutions both to learn
together and to collaborate to improve the curriculum; and a
free design can be adapted and updated by the community as
the field of robotics—and available hardware such as motors,
processors, and cameras—evolves.

This new platform is called the open hardware mobile
manipulator (OHMM), Fig. 1. The domain of mobile manipu-
lation is chosen as it supports teaching a broad cross-section of
robotics software and algorithms: control, planning, obstacle
avoidance, kinematics, sensing and perception, manipulation,
etc. Full hardware designs and software source codes are
available on the web at [6] under CreativeCommons and GNU
GPL licenses. Though this is not the only OSHW robot [7]–
[11], a combination of features make it unique:
Low- and high-level processors (LLP and HLP) so students

can learn both bare-metal embedded programming and
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Fig. 2: The full lab kit fits in a 17× 14× 11 inch carry case
(top center) with all necessary tools and accessories.

real-time motor control in C/C++ as well as system im-
plementation using high-level languages—Java, Python,
Scheme, and so on—and libraries like OpenCV [12] and
ROS [13].

An arm and gripper with three degrees of freedom (DoF),
intelligent servos, and intrinsic compliance which can
grasp, lift, and carry small objects.

A Mast-mounted camera with a field of view that can be
used both for obstacle avoidance and navigation as well as
visual servoing and grasp planning. Both monocular RGB
cameras and depth cameras like the Kinect are supported.

Able to fit in a portable case for software labs that may
have limited space. Enables students to “sign out” a kit.

Digitally-manufactured parts. Unlike traditional machining,
new 3D printing and laser cutting technologies require
little expertise to design or modify and parts can be
quickly fabricated via low-cost internet services.

Multiple configuration options from basic mobility to full
mobile manipulation with correspondingly scaled costs.

Though robotics can be taught from many different per-
spectives, the primary focus of the OHMM platform and
curriculum is teaching software and algorithms to students
with a basic computer science background (or at least some
programming experience). Special attention is paid to a rich
software-hardware interface, while pre-designed uniform hard-
ware enables a curricular focus on software, but not on
mechanical or electrical design and fabrication. An additional
concern is the practical issue of portability, as many software
teaching labs are not equipped with the same tools and
workspaces as mechanical or electrical engineering labs.
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Fig. 1: The Open Hardware Mobile Manipulator (OHMM), a new platform for teaching robotics software.

To assess the usefulness of the OHMM platform within
a Computer Science department, 12 kits, Fig. 2, have been
constructed and used in undergraduate- and graduate-level
applied robotics software courses. After reviewing related
work, details are given on the hardware (Section II), software
(Section III), and curriculum modules (Section IV). The paper
concludes with results and analysis based on student feedback
(Section V).

A. Related Work

The unique combination of features in OHMM compared
to other open hardware platforms was presented above. But
what about non-open platforms? A minimal version of OHMM
omitting the arm, camera, and high-level processor can be
built for as little as $650; the full kit with all features costs
$17301. Some currently available small mobile manipulators
(e.g., Kuka YouBot [14]) are over ten times as expensive.
Those available for a comparable price either would not fit in
an easily portable case or do not directly allow access to low-
level motor control (e.g., platforms like Bilibot [15]); others
omit features like the arm, camera, or high-level processor2

(e.g., CrustCrawler Nomad [16], Lego Mindstorms [17]).
Also, compared to platforms based on construction kits—Vex,
Mindstorms, Fischer Technic, etc.—for teaching software and
algorithms, it can be preferable to limit hardware variability
(the numerous components in such kits can also be a chal-
lenge [18]).

The curriculum modules presented here are inspired by
the one-term course Robotics Science and Systems I at MIT
(6.141) [19], which one of the authors of the present paper
(Vona) helped to develop in 2006. The strategy is to teach
a sampling of algorithms and software development, starting

1These are current costs to purchase parts for one unit from primary
component suppliers in the US.

2Specifically, a high-level processor where standard languages such as
Python, Java, and Scheme can be used, in addition to major libraries like
OpenCV and ROS.

with low-level motor control and culminating in visual-servo
grasping and map-based navigation, while simultaneously as-
sembling a robot from scratch. Thus students get the experi-
ence of building a full robot from primary components, both
hardware and software. Successive curriculum modules use
previously-developed capabilities, with the option for students
to use either their own implementations or solution code. In
addition to being open, the OHMM platform is significantly
smaller and cheaper than the MIT lab kits, and could enable
this type of course to be taught more broadly.

A number of other robotics software courses, such as
Mobile Robotics at Washington University [20] and Intro-
duction to Autonomous Robotics at Brown University [21]
teach robot decision making, perception, and control using
the Turtlebot [10]. This partly open platform is based on the
iRobot Create base, which has some advantages, but does not
offer direct access3 to teach low-level programming for motor
control. Further, it has no arm (though one can be built from
third-party designs) and its side-facing Kinect, oriented for
obstacle detection and mapping, does not have a good field of
view for grasping local objects based on visual servoing.

II. HARDWARE

OHMM aims for portability and low cost while retaining
key elements for teaching mobile manipulation software and
algorithms. It is also intended to be accessible, not only via
its open design, but also by using digital manufacturing—
3D printing and laser cutting—instead of custom machining.
Digital manufacturing equipment is increasingly common at
educational institutions and is also now broadly available on
the internet from services like Ponoko [22]. In addition to
being lower-cost and faster for small part quantities, these
technologies also have simpler design constraints than tradi-
tional machining. This should enable OHMM to be updated
and adapted by a community including scientists and educators
who may not be experienced in design for manufacture.

3To the authors’ knowledge, short of reverse-engineering.
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To meet these goals OHMM combines off-the-shelf circuit
boards, sensors, actuators, and mechanical components like
wheels and belts; digitally-manufactured custom parts; and a
few items that require basic hand tools such as the aluminum
arm shafts which are cut with a hacksaw, Fig. 3. The full bill of
materials with vendors, design files, and assembly instructions
are provided on the OHMM website [6].

Fig. 3: Laser cut acrylic arm parts (left, blue), 3D printed ABS
parts (top, white), hand-cut aluminum shafts (upper right), and
standard off-the-shelf drive belts (lower right).

Table I summarizes major component categories, costs4, and
notes on availability and documentation. These considerations
are important to make OHMM a useful open platform that
will be adaptable as available hardware changes.

Category Cost Note Category Cost Note
3D printed ABS $430 1–4 mast $4 3–5
laser cut acrylic $72 1–4 NiMH battery $70 3
drive belts $27 1–4 low level processor $100 4,5
fasteners $55 1–4 high level processor $205 4,5
arm shafts $12 1–4 castor wheel $15 4,5
proximity sensors $28 1–4 power hot swap $20 4,7
wiring, switches $88 1–4 camera $50 1,5,6
arm servos $180 1,5,6 drive motors $130 5,6

TABLE I: Breakdown of major component categories. Notes
on availability and documentation: (1) multiple vendors; (2)
multiple manufacturers; (3) drop-in alternatives available; (4)
detailed documentation; (5) alternatives require moderate de-
sign changes; (6) partial documentation; (7) optional.

A. Low- and High-Level Processors

Particular attention was paid to the choice of on-board
embedded processors to support teaching low- and high-level
programming and hardware interfacing. Each includes full
I/O port documentation and low-level sourcecode and can be
programmed from students’ computers using free tools.

The low-level processor (LLP) includes a 20MHz 8-bit
AVR microcontroller, 128kB flash, 16kB RAM, pulse-width-
modulated amplifiers for the drive motors, corresponding
quadrature encoder counters, power management and emer-
gency stop provisions, a liquid-crystal display, USB interface,

4Full kit cost is more than the sum of these as it includes tools, the box,
etc.

analog and digital sensor inputs, low-level digital communica-
tions, and several user switches. It is programmed in C at the
“bare metal” level (no formal operating system, though some
libraries are provided, see Section III).

The high-level processor (HLP) includes a 1GHz ARM
CPU, 8GB flash, 1GB RAM, four USB ports, Ethernet, WiFi,
Bluetooth, RS-232 serial, and an HDMI display port. It runs
GNU/Linux and can be programmed in C/C++, Java, Python,
Scheme, and many other languages, with powerful open-
source libraries like OpenCV, ROS, JavaCV [23], OpenK-
inect [24], and the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [25].

In the current design both processors are single-board-
computers: the LLP is the Pololu Orangutan SVP 1284 [26]
(2.2 × 3.7 inches) and the HLP is the Texas Instruments
PandaBoard [27] (4 × 4.5 inches). There are other products
with similar capabilities, price, and form factor, and OHMM’s
open design means that the community can adapt it for other
choices.

B. Differential Drive Base and Arm

OHMM has a differential-drive mobility base with an 8.5
inch square deck, two DC drive motors with encoders, and
a Nickel-metal hydride battery (∼4h operation per charge).
A hot-swap circuit enables switching to tethered power or
swapping batteries rapidly, which can be important in time-
constrained educational settings. The deck has mounting holes
for peripheral sensors, nominally two forward bump switches
with whiskers and two side-facing infra-red range sensors.

Unlike many other low-cost designs, OHMM’s 3DoF ma-
nipulation arm situates all its actuators in the base and drives
each joint with belts. This keeps the moving mass low so that
relatively inexpensive servomotors can be used, even while
holding outstretched poses. It also provides intrinsic compli-
ance in the belts5. For low-load operations (up to about eight
ounces payload) a simple calibration procedure is sufficient
for repeatability within less than 0.25 inch. Maximum reach
is about nine inches horizontal and eight inches vertical. The
four intelligent servos communicate via a serial link with the
LLP.

The current design uses motor and wheel assemblies from
Pololu for the drive motors and Dynamixel AX-12A+ smart
serial servos from Robotis for the arm. As for the processor
boards, OHMM could be adapted for other alternatives.

C. Camera Mast

OHMM includes an 18 inch tall mast to hold a camera
with a field of view covering both the arm workspace and
potential obstacles. One compelling exercise is visual servoing
to locate, approach, and collect an object, Section IV, Fig. 4.
The HLP has enough computational power to use libraries
like OpenCV and PCL, enabling a wide range of vision-based
learning activities ranging from simple line following, Fig. 5,
to cutting-edge object recognition.

The current design use a Logitech webcam, and also in-
cludes a bracket to mount the Microsoft Kinect, Fig. 6. By

5This is only coarsely useful as only the servo positions, not the joint
angles, are sensed; add-on joint sensors are under development.
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Fig. 4: Visual servoing to automatically approach and grasp an object.

Fig. 5: Curriculum modules: (a) motor control; (b) obstacle avoidance and navigation; (c) kinematics and grasping; (d)
integration (also see Fig. 7). An additional module on visual servoing is shown in Fig. 4.

adapting the mechanical mount a wide variety of small USB
cameras could be used.

Fig. 6: Two options for mounting the Kinect for 3D perception.

D. Assembly and Example Configurations

A two-stage assembly process is expedient for teaching soft-
ware and algorithms while still giving students an experience
of constructing the robot from scratch. The course staff does
a first stage of initial assembly (about four to six hours per
robot), including some soldering and work with a few other
basic tools. The remaining assembly is done by the students
themselves during the course labs with a few simple and safe
tools (screwdriver, pliers). At the end of the term those steps
are reversed by the course staff to enable the hardware to be
used again.

Most subsystems are sufficiently decoupled to enable a
variety of useful configurations to save cost or reduce com-
plexity. Consider the scenario where the students progressively
assemble the robots through the term. First only the wheels,
battery, and LLP are assembled. Then the whiskers, bump
switches, and HLP are added, followed by the arm, and finally
the mast and camera. The robot is functional and durable at

each intermediate stage. Other possible configurations include
everything except the HLP and camera; no arm; or just the
arm and the LLP as a fixed-base manipulator.

III. SOFTWARE

The OHMM platform uses a variety of open-source software
components (GNU/Linux, OpenCV, etc.) to help get students
up and running and doing interesting projects quickly, and
also to give them experience with some of the same libraries
currently being used in many research and industrial projects.

OHMM also includes a new open-source Java library with
over 200 functions to interface with the hardware. This runs on
the HLP and communicates with a new open-source firmware
for the LLP (written in C) with modules for task management,
motor control, LCD, sensors, command processing, battery
management, and manipulator arm. The firmware can also be
used in an ASCII communications mode with a user command
prompt for development and debugging using only the LLP,
which may be connected by USB directly to a PC.

These OHMM libraries are copiously documented so stu-
dents can use, study, and extend any part of them. For
example, in the first curriculum module below students build
on the provided motor control C code on the LLP and add
new functions for whole-robot differential drive control and
odometry; in later parts of the curriculum they make heavy
use of the Java library on the HLP as a basis for implementing
high-level algorithms including navigation and visual servoing.

IV. CURRICULUM MODULES

The OHMM platform has been used for five curriculum
modules in one-term introductory courses for undergrad and
graduate students. The robots are progressively assembled and
programmed so that by the end of the term the students have
constructed an entire autonomous mobile manipulator from
primary components.
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Descriptions of the progression of the five modules are
given below. Each lasts for approximately two weeks, includes
several scheduled in-lab sessions with the course staff, and
culminates in a live demonstration of the students’ work.

Differential drive control and odometry, Fig. 5: After
assembling the two front drive wheels, motors, encoders, the
rear wheel, the battery, and the low-level processor, students
work to develop embedded C code on the LLP both for
differential drive velocity and position control as well as for
odometry to estimate the robots pose from encoder feedback.
“Jackstands” included in the kit are important to help the
students develop these algorithms. At the end of this module
the robot can report its current pose (x, y, θ) and linear and
angular velocity (v, ω), maintain requested velocities under
disturbances, and execute sequences of position commands
such as “drive forward 2.5m, then turn left 90deg, then drive
backward 0.75m.”

Obstacle avoidance and map-based navigation, Fig. 5:
The students add the high-level processor, forward bump
switches with whiskers, and side-facing infra-red distance
sensors. Two major software challenges are presented: first,
the students implement a version of the classic Bug2 al-
gorithm [28] for reactive obstacle avoidance while traveling
along a nominal straight-line trajectory to a specified goal
location. Second, they implement a global planner of their
choosing (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm on a visibility graph in
configuration space) to navigate to a goal location based on
a map of obstacles given at run time. Both parts of this
module make use of the differential drive control and odometry
capabilities from the first module; students are given the
choice to use either their own implementation, other students’
implementations (with permission), or provided solution code.

Arm kinematics and grasping, Fig. 5: The 3DoF ma-
nipulator arm and gripper (supplied to the students partially
assembled) and four intelligent servos are added. After a
calibration and forward kinematics exercise, the students
implement analytic inverse kinematics in the vertical plane
and code to transform Cartesian end-effector commands to
joint commands. Treating the turn-in-place capability of the
differential drive base as a fourth “yaw” DoF, the students
extend their IK code so as to be able to grasp small objects
at known locations within a full 3D workspace.

Visual servoing, Fig. 4: The mast and a monocular USB
camera are added to the robot and a grippable object with a
known height and distinct color is supplied. The object may
be placed on the ground anywhere in the camera’s field of
view and the students must develop a visual servoing system
to automatically locate the object, drive the robot to it, grasp it,
and then return to the the starting location. The task is broken
down into hue-based blob detection using OpenCV and closed-
loop visual servoing using the mobility and manipulation
capabilities from prior modules.

Integration, Figs. 5 and 7: The course culminates with
a module that integrates capabilities from multiple prior
modules. For undergraduates this is an autonomous object-
gathering challenge: a walled environment is constructed with
obstacles and objects. A map is supplied at runtime, but due to
odometric drift the students still need to devise on-line strate-

gies for localization and object detection. Graduate students
chose a project which connects to recently published work,
e.g., [29], [30]. Additional hardware including the Kinect, and
software like ROS, are made available to the students for this
final module.

Fig. 7: A final autonomous object-gathering challenge for
undergraduates requires integration of all prior modules.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The above curriculum modules have so far been used with
six undergraduate student groups and two graduate student
groups, with two to three students per group. (The OHMM
lab kits are designed to support up to four students each.)
While most students were computer science majors, the groups
also included majors in digital art, music technology, cogni-
tive psychology, and bioengineering. All students had prior
programming experience with high-level languages like Java,
but many had no prior experience in C. Nevertheless, all
groups but one were successful with the differential drive
control module programmed in embedded C on the LLP.
All groups successfully implemented the arm kinematics and
visual servoing modules; all but one were successful with
local obstacle avoidance and the final integrative module; and
all but three completed map-based global navigation. That
final result may suggest that the local and global navigation
topics should be separated into two modules, as some groups
spent too much time on the former and sacrificed the latter.
Assuming that split, eight groups participated in six modules
each with a total of about 88% success. Though variation is
to be expected across student populations, this result suggests
that the platform and curriculum can motivate and support the
teaching of a broad set of robotics algorithms to students with
diverse backgrounds.

At the end of the semester students were asked to participate
in Likert scale and short answer surveys. With an overall
response rate of 69%, 88% of responses agreed that the
course was intellectually challenging, and 81% agreed that
the assignments based on the new platform helped them to
learn. One interesting result was that even though the lack
of all-hours access to the lab space was mitigated by the
portable take-home kits, 50% of all students still felt the need
for more scheduled lab time. Students also commented that
the course helped them build skills which could increase their
employment opportunities, and some of the undergraduates
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said that it motivated them to consider applying for graduate
study in robotics.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The open hardware mobile manipulator is a new open
platform for teaching robotics software and algorithms that
uniquely combines low- and high-level processors, a 3DoF
arm and gripper, a mast-mounted camera, portability, digital
manufacturing, and the possibility to be incrementally as-
sembled in different configurations. Open design combined
with digital manufacturing enables the community to use and
update the platform as needed. Alternatives exist should any
of the key components become unavailable, and the design
can be updated for future advances in the field.

The educational efficacy of this platform has been assessed,
with a relatively diverse group of undergraduate and grad-
uate students achieving nearly 90% success in transforming
robotics algorithms—differential drive control and odometry,
obstacle avoidance and map-based navigation, inverse kine-
matics and grasping, visual servoing for object collection, and
an integrative project—from concept to working code.

Next steps include implementing some refinements to the
platform (such as arm joint sensing), and new curriculum
modules for teaching topics such as the combination of visual
perception and compliant contact (e.g., locating, grasping,
opening, and entering a small sliding door). The platform
is also intended to be used in additional undergraduate and
graduate courses and in a day program to motivate robotics
research by introducing visual servoing to middle- and high-
school students (the latter is in collaboration with the John’s
Hopkins University Center for Talented Youth, c.f. [31]).
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